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We consider the following problem: there are n ladies each knowing a gossip. Anybody can 
speak to anybody and they tell the other all of the gossips they know at ~hat time Is it po,,siblc 
to give a sequence of conversations when everybody hears each gossip exactly once '~ We 
determine all of the n's for which this is feasible. 
Introduction 
There are n ladies each knowing a gossip not known to any of the others. They 
communicate by telephone, anybody can speak to anybody and whenever two 
ladies talk they inform the other about all of the gossips they know at that time. 
We should like to give an 'economical '  sequence of calls such tha, t everybody 
hears each gossip. Two possible definitions of 'economical '  are 
(i) the number of the calls is minimal, 
(ii) everybody hears each gossip exactly once. 
(i) was solved independently by B. Baker and R. Shostak, [1  t, R.T. Bumby 
[2], A. Hajnal,  E.C. Milner and E. Szemer6di [4], J.H. Spencer 
(unpublished) and R. T i jdeman [5], for n~>4 2n-4  calls are necessary and 
sufficient. Clearly i, ii) cannot be done for all n but it is possible when n = 2 k. M. 
Gerc0 asked on the Sixth Hungarian Colloquium on Combinatorics of the Jfit~,~' 
Bolyai Mathematical Society (Eger, 1981), whether there exist feasible n's not of 
the form n = 2 k. 
Denote F the set of all feasible n's. We shall prove the following 
Theorem. F={1,2 ,4 ,8 ,  12, 16}Ll{n: n>~20 and 21n}. 
To make the description easier we introduce the notion of joined gossip (JG): 
when after some calls there are some gossips each of tlhem or none of them known 
by each of the ladies, these gossips can be considered farther as a single (joined) 
gossip. 
The phrase "'to organize the conversations" means to give a sequence of calls 
such that everybody hears each gossip exactly once. 
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Proof of the 11teorem 
Seress 
Lemma 1. Suppose n ~ F. n >~ 2 and let us consider a sequence of calls proving this 
property. 
(i) Associating each lady to her first telephone-partner, we get disjoint pairs. 
(ii) Associating each lady to her last telephone-panner, weget disjoint pairs, too. 
Proof. The ca~e n = 2 is trivial, so we can suppose n ~> 3. 
(I) Indirectly, suppose there is a lady, A, and a lady, B, associated to her such 
that A 's  first partner was C. B~C Then C knows A 's  gossip before the 
conversati~m of A and B. After the conversation between A and B B's gossip is 
known by A and B only, everybody hears the gossip of B together with A 's  one, 
when C hears B's gossip, she hears A 's  gossip again. This contradiction proves 
the ~tatement. 
(ii) After a telephone cal~ the two ladies who had spoken to eacia other know 
the same gossips+ if one of them knows all the gossips, so does her partner too 
Proposition 1. 2 ~ n ~ F ~> 2 [ n. 
Proof. Both parts of Lemma 1 trivially imply the statement. 
Lemma 2. 12 ~ F. 
ProoL Divide the twelve ladies into three groups, At, A2, A-., IA, I=4  for 
i + I, 2, 3 and let us organize the conversations in each group. We ~,:t three JG's, 
each is known by four ladies. &fter that we make three new groups: the ith new 
group contains two ladies from A, and exactly one from each of the other A,'s. 
Clearly it is possible to organize the conversations in each new group (See Fig. l.) 
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Lemma 3. Suppose there are four JG's which are known by 3, 3, 2, 2 ladies 
respectively. Then it is possible to organize the conrc'sations among the ten ladies. 
ProoL Denote ,AI, A2 . . . .  Am tbe ladies, the JG 's  are known by At,  A2, A3 
resp. A4, As, A6 resp. A7, As resp. A9, Am. A possible sequence of calls is 
AIAT, A4A,~, ATA,,. A IA  m, AlAs,  A6Am, A4As, A2A4, AaA8. (See Fig. 2.) 
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Lemma 4 .  20e  E 
Proof. Divide the twenty ladies into five groups, At, A2, A3, A4, As, IA, i = 4 for 
i ~ 1, 2 . . . .  5 and let us organize the conversations in each group, so we get five 
JG's. After that we make two new groups, the first one contains 3, 3, 2, 1, 1 ladies 
from the A,'s, resp. By Lemma 3 it is possible to organize the conversatiors in
both of the new groups. (See Fig. 3.) 
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Fig 3. 
Len~ma 5. (41 m, O<~4k <~m, reeF, m +4k EF) ~ 3m+4k eF. 
Proof. Divide the 3m+4k ladies int~, three groups, A, B, C, [A l=m+4k,  
IBI = iCI = m and let us organize the conversations in each group. After that we 
make ¼m- k new groups with 12 ladies and 4k new groups with four ladies: in 
the larger groups there are 4 ladies from each of A, B, C, in the smaller ones 
there are 2, 1 and 1 ladies from A, B and C, resp. 
The proof of Lemma 2 implies that it is possible to organize the conversations 
in each new group. (See Fig. 4.) 
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Lerama 6. 4.8,  12. 16, 20, 24 e F ::> Vn (4 [ n ::> n ~ F). 
Proof. lndire,:tly, let n be the smallest number such that 4 1 n and nq~E. Then 
n = 3m + 4k, m >/8, k = 0 or I or 2. Being n the smallest counterexample, m ~/: 
and m + 4k,~_: F and that leads to a contradiction by Lemma 5. 
Propos~tior~ 2. ~ i n :~ ~l' ~ F. 
Prop|.  4. '& 16 ~ F because they are powers of two, 12 ~ F and 20 ~ F by Lemmas 
2 and 4 r,.'sp, 24~ F is a consequcnce of Lcmma 5 with m = 8, k = 0. So Lemma 
6 proves the statement. 
Lemma 7. (~, There is a sequence of calls among ten ladies such that after the calls 
the ladies can be divided into ~wo groups satisfying the foUowmg conditions: there 
are five ladzes and two JG's in each group, each of the five ladies kno,vs o~e of the 
two .IG's, the union of the JG's is the ten original gossips, their intersec~um ts empty, 
.nd they ~lre known by 2 resp. 3 ladles. 
Int Makine an addltu)nal call either i~ one or in both of the group~, described in 
r~oint (i) we ca~; reach one of the following cases: 
t 1 ) Two h~.,If,,s know all of the gosstps, there an' two new group~ (otltaining 3 
resp. 5 la(hes cmd two JG's, the JG's are known by 2 resp. 1 and 3 re. W 2 persons, 
(2) Four la~iie.~ know cdl of the gossips, there arc two new groups (eq,aining 3 
l, utt('s and two .IG's. the JG's are known by 2 resp. I ladies. 
Proof. The ladies arc At .  A2 . . . .  At . .  The ,,equcnce of calls is A ,A  2, A3A4, 
A IA , .  A:A4, A~A~,. AvAs, A~AT, A,A~, A .Ato ,  A~A, .  A~A~ I.~ the first 
g~oup thcrc wdl bc AI. A~,. A;,, As, A,,, the JG's  arc 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10 a~ad 5, 6, 7. 
~, in the second group there will bc A: ,  A~, Aa, A~. A.~, the JG's  are 5, 6, 7, 8, 
tl. [0 and 1, 2. 3, 4. (Sec Fig 5.) 
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Lemma 8. 22 ~ v -'~ 4(~, n ~ 2 (rood 4) -~ n E F 
Proof .  The organization ot the conversations can be read from tile tables of Fig. 
6. First we divtde the n ladies into three or four groups given by the rows, we 
organize the conversations by Proposition 2 and Lemma 7(ii) in each group, after 
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that we make new groups given by the columns. Lemma 3 is aplz,lied in one of the 
new groups, in the other ones the organization of conversations i trivial. 
n=22 4 8 
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8 1 1 3 





10 12 8 8 8 
3 4 1 1 3 
2 2 
1 2 1 
1 1 
3 1 4 1 3 
, 4 2 4 1 
FJg. 6 
l ,emma 9. 50, 54, 58, 62~ F. 
Proof. The organization of the conve~sations can be read from the tables of Fig. 
7. First we divide the n ladies into four groups given by the rows, we organize the 
conversations by Proposition 2 and Lemma 8 in each of the groups, after that we 
make new groups given by the columns. 
Proposit ion 3. n - 2 (mod 4), n ~ 22 :ff n e F. 
Proof.  Indirectly, let n be the smallest number such that n =4k  +2,  (k t> g), n¢ F. 
Because of Lemmas 8 and 9 n t> 66, n = m + 16s, m = 50 or 54 or 58 or 62, s t> 1. 
I f - - for  example - -m = 50, we divide the n ladies into four groups of sizes 8 + 4~, 
8+4s,  12+4s,  22 ;-4s, resp. We organize the conversations in each group (this is 
possible by virtue of Proposition 2 and by the fact that n is the smallest 
counterexample), after that we make two new groups; the first one contains 50 
ladies, 8, 8, 12, 22 resp. from the original one's, the second one contains 16s 
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ladies. 4s ladles f;om each of the original groups. By Lemma 9, n a_ E we reach a 
contradiction. 
Proposition 4. 6, 10, 14, 18~ F. 
Proof. Indirectly, suppose the conversations could be organized. By Lemma l(i), 
after the first calls we get ½n JG's, each is known by two ladies. By Lemma l(ii) 
the last conversations give a perfect matching, too. We examine hov, .aany JG's 
the ladies know f, om the ~n JG's before their last conversations. There is no lady 
knowing )z - 1 JG's before her last conversation: if there were any then her last 
but one partner would know the same ½n-1 JG's. The two ladies, knowing the 
only missing JG from the very beginning, could s~eak only with them, this missing 
JG would not be known by n -4  ladies. 
Now we are done for n = 6: the last conversations could be only between ladies 
knowing 2 and l JG's, resp. and this contradicts the previous evtence. 
If 10e F, then there is no lady knowing 4 JG's before her last conversation so 
everybody knows 2 ot 3 JG's. 
There are five ladies knowing 3 JG's. Picking one of them, her next to the last 
partner must be among the five ladies, too. (If she were oot, she would know 4 
JG's before her last conversation, and it leads to a contradication.) So we get a 
perfect matching among five ladies and this contradiction proves 10~ F. 
If 14 ~ b2 then there is no lady knowing 6 JG's before her last conversation. The 
idea described in the previous paragraph shows that it is impossible that every- 
body knew 3 or 4 JG's before her last conversation because the next to the last 
conversations would give a perfect matching among the 7 ladies knowing 4 JG's. 
Using the same idea, there are even numbe~ of pairs knowing 2 resp. 5 JG's 
before the last conversation, therefore there are odd number of pairs knowing 3 
resp. 4 JG's. So there is a lady, A, who knows 4 JG's, e.g. i, 2, 3, 4 and her next 
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to the last partner, B, speaks to C after A, and C knows only one JG, e.g. 5. The 
last nartners of B and C are D and E, they know 6, 7, we can suppose they know 
these JG's from each other. Let F, G, H be the three ladies knowing originally the 
JG's 5, 6, 7 and satisfying {F, G, H}D{C, D, E} = ~. The last partner of A knows 
5, 6, 7, since F, G, H play simmetric roles we may suppose that first F and G 
speak to each other, after that F speaks to H and F is the last partner of A. Then 
G does not know H's  original JG, when she hears it, she hears F's JG for the 
second time. This contradiction proves 14 6/7. (See Fig. 8.) 
. . . .  3 . . . . . . .  
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:B 1 ,2 ,3 ,4  E 6,7 
IA 1 ,2 ,3 ,4  
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The case n = 18 is similar to the previous one. Indirectly, if 18eF, the same 
idea shows that there is no lady knowing 8 JG's before the last conversation and 
there are even number of pairs knowing 2 resp. 7 JG's. It can be easily seen that 
there are even number of pairs knowing 3 resp. 6 JG's, so there is a lady who 
knows 5 JG's before her last conversation and her next to the last partner speaks 
after her to a lady knowing 1 or 2 JG's. A similar but longer chain of thoughts 
then in the case n = 14 leads to a contradiction. Details are omitted. 
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